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•The target of NMT is to learn a generalized representation 
space to adapt to diverse scenarios. 

•However, neural networks often induce a non-smooth 
representation space, limiting its generalization ability.

Neural Machine Translation
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•non-smooth representation space 

‣ low-frequency tokens disperse sparsely. 

‣ many “holes” could be formed, where the semantic meaning 
can be poorly defined. 

•As a result, when NMT is used to translate examples from an 
unseen domain, the performance drops sharply.

Non-smooth Representation Space of NMT Model
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•kNN-MT (k-nearest neighbor machine translation) 

‣ saving representations and target tokens into a datastore 

‣ smoothing predictions with nearest neighbors

Previous Solution: kNN-MT
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•Retrieving neighbors from a large datastore at each decoding 
step is time consuming  

•Once the datastore is constructed, representations can not be 
easily updated

Drawbacks of kNN-MT
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To overcome these drawbacks, we propose 
INK to INject kNN Knowledge into NMT.



•overview of INK training loop 

‣ representation refinement 

extracting kNN knowledge to adjust representation 

‣ asynchronous refresh 

using updated representation to refresh the datastore

Smoothing Representation Space with INK
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•We adjust the representation by aligning three kinds of 
representations with KL-divergence.

Smoothing Representation Space with INK
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Aligning contextualized 
representations and token 
embeddings. 

Aligning contextualized 
representations and kNN token 
embeddings. 

Aligning contextualized 
representations of the same target 
token.

Smoothing Representation with INK
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•overall training procedure 

‣ optimizing adapter with the combined learning objective  

‣ refreshing datastore asynchronously  

•During inference, we only need to load the off-the-shelf NMT 
model and tuned adaptation parameters.

Smoothing Representation with INK
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•INK system achieves the best performance by smoothing the 
representation space.

Main Results
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•Representation refinement according to kNN knowledge brings 
larger performance improvement.

Main Results (Cont.)
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•Representation refinement according to kNN knowledge brings 
larger performance improvement.

Main Results (Cont.)
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•Jointly applying adapter and datastore can further smooth 
predictions.

Main Results (Cont.)
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•INK iteratively refines the representation space of the NMT model 
according to kNN knowledge. 

•INK system achieves an average gain of 1.99 COMET and 1.0 BLEU. 

•Compared with kNN-MT baselines, our INK achieves better 
translation performance with 0.02× memory space and 1.9× 
inference speed up. 

Conclusion
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•kNN-MT incorporates the symbolic datstore to assist the neural 
model, which usually saves all target language token occurences in 
the parallel corpus. 

•The constructed datastore is usually large and possibly redundant. 

Motivation
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key-value datastore

<bos>

<bos> How

<bos> How does

<bos> How does Penicillin

<bos> How does Penicillin work

<bos> How does Penicillin work ?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

Wie wirkt Penizillin?

translation context 

(X, Y<t)
hidden state 

h(X, Y<t)
target token 

yt

How

Does

Penicillin

work

?

<eos>

stored knowledge: 
generate the value token 
at the hidden state key



•The relationship between NMT model and symbolic datastore is unclear. 

•Intuitively, the pre-trained NMT model only needs knowledge that 
remedies its weakness. 

•We propose to explore this issue from the point of “local correctness” 

‣ translation correctness for a single entry (entry correctness) 

‣ Translation correctness for a given neighborhood (neighborhood 
correctness).

What Knowledge Does the Neural Model Need?
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•entry correctness 

‣ Entry correctness describes whether the NMT model could make 
correct translation for a specific entry. 

‣ It can be evaluated by comparing target token and prediction token: 

Local Correctness
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translation context  
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•neighborhood correctness 

‣ Neighborhood correctness evaluates the NMT model’s 
prediction on a neighborhood in the representation space. 

‣ Knowledge margin is proposed as the metric.

Local Correctness
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knowledge margin

h

known

unknownkm(h) = 4

Intuitively, km is the maximum 
size of the neighborhood of 
the entry h where the NMT 

could make correct translation



•understanding the role of different datastore entries 

‣ Entries with small km: NMT model tends to fail when context 
are similar but different. 

‣ Entries with large km: NMT model generalizes well on these 
entries. 

•PLAC: Pruning with LocAl Correcness

Local Correctness
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•Pruning with local correctness (PLAC) cuts 
off 25%-45% datastore entries while 
achieve comparable performance 

‣ Previous pruning method (40% -1.4 BLEU, 
10% -0.9 BLEU)

Experiment Results
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•We analyze the local correctness of the neural model’s predictions 
to identify the conditions where the neural model may fail. 

•We find that the NMT model often fails when the knowledge 
margin is small.  

•We can safely prune the datastore with the proposed PLAC 
method, validating our findings about local correctness and 
translation failures.

Conclusion
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